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Dearest Bittrex Staff, 

I am writing today in regards to the scheduled removal of EverGreenCoin from your exchange. I 
represent the EverGreenCoin community, core team, and EverGreenCoin Foundation, Inc. I hope this 
letter is well-received and does find the appropriate eyes and understanding. 

Our first question is to the finding of this delisting decision. We are well aware of low volume of 
recent past, as is the entire industry with few exceptions. Is low volume the only determining factor 
used to come to this decision? If so, which leads to the 2nd question, is there a daily minimum required 
volume EverGreenCoin could be given a chance to adhere to? If there is some other reasoning beyond 
volume that helped to motivate this decision of yours, could you please let us know and give us the 
opportunity to alleviate that as well? It is noteworthy that EverGreenCoin has been your top volume 
coin many times in the past. We aspire to do the same once bear markets subside and we are adding to 
our ecosystem in the meantime to be ready for the bulls and better suited for mass adoption with new 
and easier to use blockchain solutions within the EverGreenCoin ecosystem and network. 

Legal counsel retained during compliance of Bittrex’s legal requirements for retaining our listing 
did strongly advise to not use such words as “investment”, “interest”, or even “holding”. Such words 
were promptly stricken from the website and any advertising. The non-use of these words is a volume-
creating-handicap. While we are very proud to comply with Bittrex’s requirements, it did come at very 
great personal cost paid for by myself. To ask us to comply with those volume-restricting legal 
requirements, then punish us for that resulting lower volume does seem unfair. Especially without any 
warning or notification of expectations prior. 

Adding to the already-sensitive advertising equation is our standing as a 501c3 in my home state 
of Ohio. This presents additional red tape our advertising, and funding of said advertising, must not stray 
near. But it is a formula that works and is self-sustaining. Our not-for-profit structure has been pivotal in 
ensuring services are never interrupted during these recent crypto bear markets, a “crypto recession”, I 
would say. While other projects, for-profit projects mind you, had services drop like flies and are riddled 
with scandal. No other community gives the right to be a board member to community members just by 
them attending meetings. Please do not compare apples to oranges when setting volume expectations. 
However; we do want to meet or exceed those expectations. 

Legitimacy, legality, compliance, and honesty are at the corner stone of EverGreenCoin. Being 
listed on Bittrex bolsters and further validates EverGreenCoin’s good business standing and intent. A 
business standing we are proud of and that few, if any, other coins aim to achieve. Certainly not as a 
501c3 public charity. EverGreenCoin does take cryptocurrency in a very unique direction. That direction 
is not lined with lambos or financial riches, but with humanitarian and environmental riches. These are 
the true riches this world desperately needs and anyone, perhaps even Satoshi himself, would be proud 
to see blockchain technology excel in these areas. 



 

We do feel EverGreenCoin is a project Bittrex should be proud to represent on your exchange. If 
it only boils down to operating costs and volume not being great enough to justify those operating costs, 
perhaps losses could be written-off as a donation to the 501c3 or some other tax advantage. 

 

The entire EverGreenCoin community is devastated by this decision. The discontent has been 
piling on me from all social media outlets. Operating on a trusted US based exchange that is known for 
their compliance with the unfolding laws is vital for EverGreenCoin. We do wish to continue to fill that 
vital role with Bittrex. Is there any possible way this listing and working relationship can continue?  

 

With all sincerity and hope, 

 

Steven Saxton 

President  

EverGreenCoin Foundation, Inc. 

 


